
ADJECTIVES + PREPOSITIONS 
 
 
ADJECTIVES + OF 

- nice, kind, good, generous, mean, stupid, silly, intelligent, clever, sensible, (im)polite, rude, unreasonable OF 
someone to do something 

eg. It was stupid of me to go out so late at night. 
      Thank you. It was nice/kind/polite of you to help me. 

- afraid, frightened, terrified, scared OF someone / something 
eg. Are you afraid of dogs? 

- ashamed, proud, aware, (in)capable, conscious, fond , full, , jealous, envious, suspicious, short, tired OF sb/sth 
eg. I´m ashamed of what I did. 
      I´m short of money. Can you lend me some? 
      I´m tired of waiting. 
      She was jealous of his secretary. 

 
ADJECTIVES + TO 

- nice, kind, good, generous, mean, (im)polite, rude, (un)pleasant, (un)friendly, cruel TO someone 
eg. They have always been nice to me. 
      She is always rude to Ann. 

- married, engaged TO someone 
eg. Susan is married to an American. 

- addicted, allergic, attentive, grateful, immune, indifferent, liable (likely to suffer from) TO something 
eg. He has become addicted to drugs very early. 

 
ADJECTIVES + WITH 

- delighted, pleased, satisfied, disappointed, bored, fed up, connected, happy, obsessed, preoccupied, crowded WITH 
someone/something  
eg. I was disappointed with the gift. 

 
ADJECTIVES + WITH / ABOUT 

- angry, annoyed, furious WITH someone FOR doing something 
- angry, annoyed, furious ABOUT something 

eg. What are you so angry about? 
I´m furious with her for not inviting me to her party. 

 
ADJECTIVES + ABOUT 

- excited, worried, upset, sorry, anxious, certain, right, wrong ABOUT something 
eg. I´m sorry about the noise last night. 
     I was right about the results. 

 
ADJECTIVES + AT 

- good, bad, excellent, brilliant, hopeless AT something 
eg. I´m hopeless at repairing things. 

 
ADJECTIVES + AT/BY 

- surprised, shocked, amazed, astonished AT/BY something 
eg. Everybody was shocked at/by the news. 

 
ADJECTIVES + FOR  

- famous, sorry, late, ready, responsible FOR something 
eg. I´m sorry for shouting at you. 
      She is responsible for everything. 

 
ADJECTIVES + IN 

- interested, experienced IN something 
eg. Are you interested in art? 

 
 


